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1. Consider a harged quantum harmoni osillator interating with an externaleletri �eld. Whih one of the following sentenes is true:A. The exitation energies of the system are independent of the strength ofthe �eld.B. To leading order, the exitation energies of the system depend linearlyon the strength of the �eld.C. To leading order, the exitation energies of the system depend quadrati-ally on the strength of the �eld.D. To leading order, the exitation energies of the system depend linearly orquadratially on the strength of the �eld, aording to whether the �nalstate has odd or even parity.2. Let us onsider the FeH moleule. Whih orbitals of Fe an form a bondingorbital with the 1s orbital of H? (assume that the moleule is along z)A. Only the 4s.B. The 4s and the 3d3z2

−r2 .C. The 4s, the 3dxy, and the 3dx2
−y2 .D. The 4s, the 3dxz, and the 3dyz.3. Spin-orbit oupling an split the atomi energy levels. Among the followingorbitals, identify those with the largest splitting.A. The 1s orbitals of Uranium (Z = 92 where Z is the atomi number).B. The 3d orbitals of Gold (Z = 79).C. The 3d orbitals of Iron (Z = 26).D. The 3p orbitals of Gold.
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4. Four possible on�gurations of the water dimer are shown in the �gure. Mod-eling the two water moleules as two interating dipoles at �xed distane andassuming only eletrostati interations, whih is the on�guration with thelowest energy?
A. a).B. b).C. ).D. d).5. Consider the three moleules: (1) aetylene (C2H2), (2) ethylene (C2H4),and (3) ethane (C2H6), and the vibrational frequenies orresponding to thestrething of the CC bond, ν1, ν2, and ν3. Whih one of the following state-ments is true:A. ν1 > ν2 > ν3.B. ν1 < ν2 < ν3.C. ν1 ≈ ν2 ≈ ν3.D. ν1 > ν2 ≈ ν3.6. Let us onsider the total energy of a Fe atom and that of a Fe+ ion. Whihone of the following sentenes is false.A. The ground state energy of the Fe atom is always lower than the groundstate energy of the Fe+ ion.B. Any exited state of the Fe+ ion has energy higher than any exited stateof the Fe atom.C. Any exited state of the Fe+ ion has energy higher than the ground stateenergy of the Fe atom.D. There are exited states of the Fe atom with energy higher than theground state energy of the Fe+ ion.
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7. Consider He and H− atoms, whih one of the following statements is orret?A. There is an in�nite number of bound states in both ases.B. There is just one bound state for both atoms.C. There are more bound states for H− than for He.D. There are more bound states for He than for H−.8. Among the following four solids, identify the one with the highest speed ofsound.A. Diamond.B. Sodium metal.C. Gold metal.D. Silion.9. The spei� heat CV of a non-interating Fermi gas in a d-dimensional hyper-ubi box behaves at low temperature T asA. CV ∼ T d−2.B. CV ∼ T d/3.C. CV ∼ T .D. CV ∼ T 3/d.10. The following harges:
haveA. Dipole moment 2qa.B. Dipole moment 2qa2.C. Quadrupole moment 2qa.D. Quadrupole moment 2qa2.
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11. Whih is the relationship between the point group and the spae group of asolid?A. The spae group ontains all the symmetry operations of the point groupand their ombinations with the translations of a Bravais lattie vetor.B. The point group ontains only rotations, while the spae group ontainsonly translations.C. The point group ontains all the symmetry operations that an be ob-tained from the symmetry operations of the spae group by setting alltranslations to zero.D. The point group is a subgroup of the spae group that an be obtained bytaking only the symmetry operations of the spae group that have zerotranslation.12. Many atoms have a �nite magneti moment in their ground state. Among thefollowing, an you identify the one with the largest spin magneti moment?In parenthesis the ground state eletroni on�guration.A. Rh (4d85s).B. Cr (3d54s).C. Er (4f 126s2).D. Re (5d56s2).13. The onstant volume spei� heat (CV ) and the onstant pressure spei� heatof a solid (CP ) are usually di�erent. Whih one of the following sentenes istrue for a nonmagneti solid.A. CP is always larger than CV .B. They do not di�er appreiably in solids.C. CP is always smaller than CV .D. At temperatures (T ) su�iently high, CV is onstant independent of Twhile CP is not.
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14. An f rystal an be desribed by the onventional ubi unit ell or by aprimitive f unit ell. Let us onsider the volumes of the Brillouin zones ofthe ubi lattie Ωc and of the f lattie Ωf . Whih is the relationship between
Ωc and Ωf?A. Ωc = 2Ωf .B. Ωf = 2Ωc.C. Ωf = 4Ωc.D. Ωc = 4Ωf .15. Pyroeletri solids have a permanent marosopi polarization. Therefore they...A. ... annot be piezoeletri.B. ... annot have a ubi Bravais lattie.C. ... annot be insulators.D. ... annot remain polarized at zero temperature.16. It is found that the low-temperature spei� heat of a system of bosons behavesas CV ≈ αT n, where α is a onstant. Whih one of the following statementsis true:A. The system is gapless and, at low energy, the density of states of thesystem behaves as: g(ǫ) ∝ ǫn−1;B. The system is gapless and, at low energy, the density of states of thesystem behaves as: g(ǫ) ∝ ǫn;C. The system is gapless and, at low energy, the density of states of thesystem behaves as: g(ǫ) ∝ ǫn+1;D. The system has a �nite gap.17. A dxy orbital vanishes on the planes:A. z = 0, x = 0.B. x = y, y = 0.C. x = 0, y = 0.D. x = y, z = 0.
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18. Consider atoms with two eletrons and di�erent atomi numbers, like H−, He,Li+, Be2+, et., whih one of the following statements is orret?A. By inreasing the atomi number, the Hartree-Fok approah will be lessand less aurate.B. By inreasing the atomi number, the Hartree-Fok approah will be moreand more aurate.C. The auray of the Hartree-Fok approah does not depend upon theatomi number.D. In order to answer this question, I need to do a full numerial alulation.19. Consider a generi quantum state |Ψ〉 for a system with a �nite number N ofinterating spins. Take the time evolution of this state and onsider the expe-tation value of any observable O, namely O(t) = 〈Ψ| exp(iHt)O exp(−itH)|Ψ〉:A. O(t) will onverge exponentially to some value.B. O(t) will onverge to some value, but the rate of onvergene dependsupon the details of the model.C. O(t) will never onverge.D. The onvergene at large times depends upon the atual form of theoperator O.20. The work funtion of a transition metal (i.e. the energy neessary to extratan eletron from the metal) is observed to derease as the metal surfae isexposed to an alkaline vapor. One an guess that:A. Alkaline atoms donate eletrons to the metalli substrate upon adsorp-tion.B. The metal substrate donates eletrons to the alkaline atoms upon adsorp-tion.C. The work funtion hange is not related to the harge transfer.D. This annot be true beause the work funtion is a bulk property of thetransition metal substrate.
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